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Abstract
The goal of this study was to examine behavioral and electrophysiological correlates of involuntary orienting toward rapidly presented angry
faces in non-anxious, healthy adults using a dot-probe task in conjunction with high-density event-related potentials and a distributed source
localization technique. Consistent with previous studies, participants showed hypervigilance toward angry faces, as indexed by facilitated response
time for validly cued probes following angry faces and an enhanced P1 component. An opposite pattern was found for happy faces suggesting that
attention was directed toward the relatively more threatening stimuli within the visual field (neutral faces). Source localization of the P1 effect for
angry faces indicated increased activity within the anterior cingulate cortex, possibly reflecting conflict experienced during invalidly cued trials.
No modulation of the early C1 component was found for affect or spatial attention. Furthermore, the face-sensitive N170 was not modulated by
emotional expression. Results suggest that the earliest modulation of spatial attention by face stimuli is manifested in the P1 component, and
provide insights about mechanisms underlying attentional orienting toward cues of threat and social disapproval.
© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Spatial attention; Anger; Face perception; Event-related potentials; Source localization

1. Introduction
Perception of the human face, as well as the social cues
derived from it, is central to social interaction and in the communication of threat (Argyle, 1983), and occurs rapidly, within
100 ms of presentation (e.g., Liu, Harris, & Kanwisher, 2002).
For healthy individuals, visual scanpaths of the human face
are directed to salient features that define facial emotional
expressions such as the mouth and eyes (Mertens, Siegmund,
& Grusser, 1993; Walker-Smith, Gale & Findlay, 1977) and
this tendency increases for emotional facial expression (Horley,
Williams, Gonsalvez, & Gordon, 2004), especially as the identification of threat increases (Mogg & Bradley, 1998, 1999;
Rohner, 2002). Angry faces, in particular, signal social disap∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Psychology, Harvard University,
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proval and threat (Öhman, 1986), and the violation of social
rules or expectations (Averill, 1983).
Given the biological and social significance of cues of
social disapproval, it is not surprising that angry faces are
detected more efficiently than friendly faces. In healthy populations, a processing bias toward threat-related (angry) faces has
been demonstrated in visual search tasks using both schematic
(Eastwood, Smilek, & Merikle, 2001; Fox et al., 2000) and real
(Horstmann & Bauland, 2006; William, Moss, Bradshaw, &
Mattingley, 2005) face stimuli. Of note, this bias is further potentiated in anxious populations (e.g., generalized anxiety disorder,
social anxiety disorder) whose fear of negative evaluation and
socially threatening situations makes angry faces more salient
(Clark & Wells, 1995; Heinrichs & Hofmann, 2001; Kolassa, &
Miltner, 2006; Mogg, Philippot, & Bradley, 2004).
Until recently, attentional bias toward angry and happy face
pairs had only been observed for anxious populations using
a visuospatial ‘dot-probe task’ (e.g., Bradley, Mogg, Falla, &
Hamilton, 1998; Mogg et al., 2004) but not for healthy indi-
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viduals. In this task, two facial expressions, varying in affective
valence (e.g., angry/neutral, happy/neutral) are simultaneously
presented to participants in the left or right visual field. Following presentation of the face pair (cue), a neutral bar probe
(target requiring a response) appears in the location previously
occupied by one of the faces. If attention is selectively directed
toward threat, probes presented in the location of the angry
face (valid cue trial) should be identified faster than probes
presented in the location of neutral faces (the unattended stimulus; invalid cue trial). As such, the threat-related face stimulus
acts as an exogenous spatial cue. Cooper and Langton (2006)
recently demonstrated that, provided the face pair is presented
very rapidly (i.e., 100 ms as opposed to the standard 500 ms
presentation), threat-related stimuli do have a modulatory role
on the control of spatial attention in healthy individuals. There
was, however, a bias toward the neutral face in the happy/neutral
face pair suggesting that attention was initially allocated to the
most threatening (or least friendly) face (Mogg & Bradley, 1998,
1999; Rohner, 2002).
The dot-probe task has been criticized for being an indirect
measure of covert orienting of attention, since inferences must be
made from response time performance (e.g., Horley et al., 2004).
One way to obtain a more direct, physiological measure of attention is to examine event-related brain potentials (ERPs) during
this task. ERPs to both cue and probe stimuli may provide useful
data on both the timing and neural substrates of threat-related
attention bias. To date, ERP studies examining attentional bias
have only used fearful faces in combination with happy faces
(e.g., Bar-Haim, Lamy, & Glickman, 2005; Pourtois, Grandjean,
Sander, & Vuilleumier, 2004).
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or direct influences from limbic structures critically implicated
in automatic responses to threat-related cues, such as the amygdala (Adolphs, Baron-Cohen, & Tranel, 2002). Interestingly,
enhanced activity in the medial frontal/anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) in response to invalidly cued probes by fearful faces
was also found, likely reflecting sensory or motor conflict and
task difficulty (Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001;
Bush, Luu, & Posner, 2000).
An earlier component, the C1, has an onset latency of 50 ms
following stimulus presentation, and is thought to reflect initial activity of the primary visual cortex. The C1, however, has
not shown to be modulated by attention (e.g., Clark & Hillyard,
1996; Di Russo, Martinez, & Hillyard, 2003; Mangun, 1995;
Martı́nez et al., 1999) indicating that early effects of spatial
attention manifest later in the P1 and N1 (Di Russo et al., 2003).
Interestingly, Pourtois et al. (2004) reported that enhanced C1
amplitudes in response to fearful faces were related to larger
subsequent validity effects on the P1 (i.e., valid P1–invalid
P1). The results were exploratory, but support the claim that
early (<100 ms) neural activation arising from the primary
visual cortex may be modulated by emotional valence (see also
Halgren, Raij, Marinkovic, Jousmaeki, & Hari, 2000; Holmes,
Vuilleumier, & Eimer, 2003; Pizzagalli, Regard & Lehmann,
1999;Pizzagalli et al., 2002).
Finally, the occipital temporal N170 is a face-specific component (unrelated to spatial attention) that may provide an index
of rapid structural encoding of faces (e.g., Bentin, Allison, Puce,
Perez & McCarthy, 1996). But whether or not the amplitude of
the N170 is modulated by emotion is still a matter of debate (see
for example, Blau, Maurer, Tottenham, & McCandliss, 2007;
Eimer & Holmes, 2007).

1.1. Neuropsychological correlates of spatial orienting
towards threat

1.2. The present study

The occipital P1 following cue and probe presentation and
the superior parietal N1 following probe presentation provide
an index of covert visuospatial orienting of attention (Hillyard,
Luck, & Mangun, 1994). Enhancement of the P1 and N1 has
been noted for attended stimuli and faster responses to probes
(Eimer, 1994; Luck et al., 1994). These findings are less consistent for the N1, as others have reported decreased N1 amplitudes
or no effects (Pourtois et al., 2004) for validly cued attentional orienting (Fu, Fan, Chen, & Zhou, 2001; Fu, Caggiano,
Greenwood, & Parasuraman, 2005).
Using a dot-probe task with fearful/neutral and happy/neutral
face pairs, Pourtois et al. (2004) reported that the P1 (but not
the N1) was larger for valid trials compared with invalid trials for the fear/neutral face pair. Consistent with decreased
response time to validly cued trials, results suggested that threatrelated faces control the allocation of attention by involuntary
orienting mechanisms. The P1 has been localized to extrastriate visual areas (lateral occipital and inferior temporal cortex).
In a later ERP source localization study, these authors noted
that activity in the extrastriate cortex was enhanced for fear
valid compared with fear invalid or happy conditions (Pourtois,
Schwartz, Seghier, Lazeyras, & Vuilleumier, 2006), possibly
reflecting top-down influences from the fronto-parietal network

The purpose of the present study was to examine the involuntary orienting response towards emotional face cues in healthy
individuals. To our knowledge, this is the first study investigating brain mechanisms underlying involuntary orienting using a
dot-probe task with angry/neutral and happy/neutral face pairs in
conjunction with high-density ERP recordings and distributed
source localization techniques (see Pourtois et al., 2004 for a
prior study using fearful faces and a similar approach). To examine initial orienting, a 100-ms face presentation time was used,
as this time is likely too short to allow for shifts in gaze between
stimuli. Similar to previous studies, we hypothesized that if
attention was directed toward threat and modulate spatial orienting, response times would be faster for validly cued angry
trials compared to (1) invalidly cued angry trials and (2) validly
cued happy faces. Moreover, we hypothesized that enhanced
spatial attention during validly cued angry trials would be manifested in increased P1 and N1 amplitudes time-locked to the
probe. Based on prior findings with the dot-probe paradigm
(Pourtois et al., 2004), the C1 and N170 time-locked to the face
pair presentation were expected to be insensitive to emotional
valence. Finally, Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography
(LORETA; Pascual-Marqui, Michel, & Lehmann, 1994) was
used in conjunction with a high-density EEG array to inves-
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tigate intracerebral sources underlying significant scalp ERP
findings.
2. Method
2.1. Participants
Sixteen adults (M = 21.69 years, S.D. = 4.6 years; eight men) were recruited
from the Harvard University undergraduate psychology study pool. Participants were right-handed (Chapman & Chapman, 1987), reported no history
of or current unstable medical illness, head injury or neurological illness and
were currently not taking any medications. Participants provided informed written consent and received course credit for their participation. The study was
approved by the Committee on the Use of Human Subjects at Harvard University.

2.2. Dot-probe task
2.2.1. Stimuli
Pairs of face stimuli were created using gray-scale photographs of male and
female identities portraying a neutral, happy or angry facial expression from
the standardized Ekman series (Ekman & Friesen, 1976; see also Cooper &
Langton, 2006; Pourtois et al., 2004 for design). Each face pair consisted of two
different identities of the same sex portraying a neutral expression and either a
happy or angry emotional expression yielding four conditions: neutral–angry,
angry–neutral, neutral–happy, happy–neutral (Fig. 1). Each emotion expression
appeared equally often to the left or right of the neutral expression. Face stimuli
were trimmed to exclude hair and non-facial contours and set on a black background. The faces measured 7.0 cm × 10.5 cm, subtending 6.5◦ visual angle
(measured from participant to bottom inner corner of face stimulus) and viewed
at a distance of 70 cm (a chin rest was used to maintain the distance between
the participants and the screen constant). The faces were presented in the upper
visual field with a distance of 4 cm between the horizontal median and outer
edge and each face was equidistant from the vertical median. The probe was a
white rectangular bar (horizontal or vertical) measuring 6.7 cm (0.3 cm thick)
presented on either the left or right side of the screen in the same upper visual
field location as the faces. The fixation cross measured 1.9 cm × 1.9 cm and was
presented centrally in the lower part of the computer screen. All stimuli were
set on a black background and presented on a 17 in. computer screen with a PC
Pentium 3 running E-Prime.

2.2.2. Procedure
The dot-probe task began with one practice block of 16 trials followed by
nine blocks of 80 trials (total 720 trials). Each block was separated by a short
rest break.
Each trial began with the presentation of a fixation cross for 250 ms followed by a delay of 250 ms and then presentation of a face pair (the ‘cue’) for
100 ms. Interstimulus interval (ISI) varied randomly from 100 to 300 ms (in
50 ms increments), thus our stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was 200–400 ms.
The probe then appeared for 150 ms in either location previously occupied by a
face. The inter-trial interval was 1250 ms (Fig. 1). Female face pairs were presented 60 percent of the time while male face pairs were presented 40 percent
of the time. Happy and angry face pairs appeared equally often and with equal
frequency in the right visual field (RVF) or left visual field (LVF). All stimuli
were randomized and counterbalanced across participants.
As in Pourtois et al. (2004), a go/no-go paradigm was used, which allowed
us to gather (1) behavioral measures during go trials; and (2) ERPs unaffected by
motor artifacts during no-go trials. Specifically, on go trials, participants were
instructed to press a button on the response pad with their right or left index
finger when the orientation of the bar probe (horizontal or vertical) matched the
orientation of the thicker line of the fixation cross at the time of probe onset
(i.e., one line of the fixation cross was thickened). Participants were to withhold
this response on no-go trials (i.e., when neither line of the fixation cross was
thickened). In each block 24 go-trials and 56 no-go trials were presented (total
30 percent go and 70 percent no-go trials).
Participants were instructed to focus on the fixation cross while concurrently
monitoring the orientation of the probe. Response time was recorded from probe
onset. Trials with response times that were <100 and >1,500 ms were excluded
from the analyses. Accuracy was measured as the number of correct responses
to go stimuli (“hits”), the number of incorrect responses to no-go stimuli (“falsealarms”) and the number of incorrect responses to go stimuli (“misses”).

2.3. EEG recording and data reduction
EEG was recorded continuously using a 128-channel Electrical Geodesics
system (EGI Inc., Eugene, OR) at 500 Hz with 0.1–200 Hz analog filtering referenced to the vertex. Impedance of all channels was kept below 50 k. Data were
processed using Brain Vision Analyzer (Brain Products GmbH, Germany). Data
were resampled at 250 Hz, segmented and re-referenced off-line to an average
reference. Continuous EEG was manually inspected for gross movement artifact

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the dot-probe paradigm.
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and artifact from each segment was later removed automatically with a ±75 V
criterion on a channel-by-channel basis. Eye-movement artifacts, particularly
blinks, were corrected by Independent Component Analysis. EEG epochs were
extracted beginning 100 ms before and ending 350 ms after stimulus presentation. Averages were low-pass filtered at 30 Hz and the amplitude of the ERP
was derived from each individual’s average waveform. A pre-response baseline
between −100 and 0 ms was used for all ERP components.
Only ERP components for no-go trials were analyzed to avoid contamination
from motor artifacts. Three ERP components time-locked to face pair onset were
identified: the C1, P1 and N170. The C1 was measured as the most negative peak
in the time window of 50–80 ms following face onset at midline occipital parietal
sites (channels 68, 73 on the EGI net). The C1 was maximal at channel 73. The
P1 was measured as the most positive peak in the time window of 80–150 ms
following face onset at left and right occipital/posterior sites (left channels: 59,
60, 66, 71; right: 92, 86, 85, 84). The P1 was maximal at channel 92 (right).
The N170 was measured as the most negative peak in the time window of
130–210 ms following face onset at left and right occipital temporal sites (left
channels: 51, 58, 59, 64, 65; right: 98, 97, 92, 96, 91). The N170 was maximal at
channel 92.
Three ERP components time-locked to the probe were identified: the C1, P1
and N1. The C1 was maximal at channel 73. The P1 following probe onset was
again maximal at channel 92. The N1 was measured as the most negative peak in
the time window of 150–250 ms following probe onset at left and right posterior
sites (left channels: 60, 66, 67, 71; right: 86, 85, 78, 84). The N1 was maximal
at 85 (right). All maximal electrode sites were contralateral to the visual field of
stimulus presentation.

2.4. LORETA whole brain analyses
In cases of significant scalp ERP findings, Low Resolution Electromagnetic
Tomographhy (LORETA; Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994) was used to estimate
intracerebral current density underlying the scalps effects. The LORETA algorithm is a form of Laplacian-weighted minimal norm solution that solves the
inverse problem by assuming that: (1) neighboring neurons are synchronously
activated and display only gradually changing orientations and (2) the scalprecorded signal originates mostly from cortical gray matter. The LORETA
algorithm does not assume an a priori number of underlying sources to solve the
inverse problem. Independent validation for the algorithm has been derived from
studies combining LORETA with fMRI (Mulert et al., 2004; Vitacco, Brandies,
Pascual-Marqui, & Martin, 2002), PET (Pizzagalli et al., 2004; but see Gamma
et al., 2004), and intracranial recordings (Zumsteg, Friedman, Wennberg, &
Wieser, 2005). LORETA localizations have been reported to be, on average,
16 mm (Mulert et al., 2004) and 14.5 mm (Vitacco et al., 2002) from fMRI activation loci, a discrepancy within the range of the LORETA’s estimated spatial
resolution (∼1–2 cm).
For the present study, a three-shell spherical head model registered to the
Talairach brain atlas (available as digitized MRI from the Brain Imaging Centre,
Montreal Neurological Institute—MNI) and EEG electrode coordinates derived
from cross-registrations between spherical and realistic head geometry (Towle et
al., 1993) were used. The solution space (2,394 voxels; voxel resolution: 7 mm3 )
was constrained to cortical gray matter and hippocampi, which were defined
according to a digitized probability atlas provided by the MNI (i.e., coordinates
reported in main text are in MNI space). After converting MNI coordinates into
Talairach space (Brett, Johnsrude & Owen, 2002), the Structure-Probability
Maps atlas (Lancaster et al., 1997) was used to identify gyri and Brodmann
area(s).
Based on findings from the scalp ERP analyses, LORETA source localization for the P1 validity effect was computed within an 84–124 ms post-stimulus
time window which was centered +/− 20 ms around the global field power peak
(GFP) which indexes time points associated with maximal neuronal activity,
and thus offers optimal signal-to-noise ratio (Lehmann & Skrandies, 1984).
The GFP peak for the P1 was 104 ms, coinciding with the mean P1 latency
(100.69 ms, S.D. = 9.35 ms). At each voxel, current density was computed as
the linear, weighted sum of the scalp electric potentials (units are scaled to
amperes per square meter, A/m2 ). For each subject, LORETA values were
normalized to a total power of 1 and then log transformed before statistical
analyses.
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2.5. Statistical analyses
For response time, a Visual Field (LVF, RVF) by Validity (Valid, Invalid) by
Emotion (Angry, Happy) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed [participants made very few errors in this task, precluding statistical analyses on
hit rates.] For ERPs time-locked to the face presentation, a 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA
using Hemisphere (left, right), Visual Field, and Emotion ANOVA as repeated
measures was performed on ERP amplitudes at the right sensor showing the
largest amplitude and the homologous left sensor. For ERPs time-locked to
the bar probe, a Hemisphere by Visual Field by Validity by Emotion ANOVA
was performed at the maximal right and corresponding left site. For the sake of
brevity, only effects involving the factor Emotion were fully evaluated. All results
reported are Greenhouse-Geisser corrected. Paired t-tests (two-tailed) were performed to decompose significant interactions. Pearson correlation analyses were
also performed to examine the relation between P1 validity effects and the C1
component (see Pourtois et al., 2004). Throughout the analyses, two-tailed tests
were used.

3. Results
3.1. Behavioral analyses
Participants made an average of 1.63 misses on go trials
(S.D. 1.58) and 4.67 (S.D. 2.91) false alarms on no-go trials.
An ANOVA for response time revealed a significant Emotion by
Validity interaction, F(1, 14) = 22.69, p < .001, such that participants were faster to respond to the probe when it appeared in
the same location as the angry face (i.e., valid cue; M = 507.64,
S.D. = 49.93) compared to when it appeared in the opposite location (i.e., invalid cue; M = 521.88, S.D. = 57.24), t(14) = 4.09,
p = .001. An opposite pattern was found for happy faces
(valid cue: M = 517.29, S.D. = 50.21; invalid cue: M = 504.51,
S.D. = 54.12), t(14) = 3.39, p = .004. Finally, on valid trials,
probe RTs following angry faces were faster than happy faces,
t(14) = 2.50, p = .027, while on invalid trials, probe RTs following happy faces were faster than angry faces, t(14) = 4.36,
p = .001 (see Fig. 2).
3.2. ERP analyses
3.2.1. ERPs time-locked to the faces
Table 1A lists the mean (and S.E.) amplitudes, while Fig. 3A
displays the topographic maps for the ERP components elicited
by angry and happy face pairs (for a given picture, the facial
expression was presented with a corresponding neutral expression).

Fig. 2. Response times for the dot-probe task illustrating a Validity by Emotion
interaction (p < .001). Bars represent S.E.
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Table 1A
Mean (S.E.) amplitude (V) of the C1 (latency: 69.2 ± 11.0), P1 (106.7 ± 8.3),
and N170 (170.2 ± 15.5) time-locked to face presentation at the left and right
maximal sites
Visual Field

Emotion

Component
C1

P1

N170

Left

Angry
Happy

−1.01 (.25)
−1.17 (.25)

1.83 (.30)
1.80 (.29)

−2.66 (.33)
−2.66 (.31)

Right

Angry
Happy

−.99 (.29)
−.84 (.32)

1.81 (.30)
1.83 (.34)

−2.85 (.35)
−2.75 (.34)

C1 amplitude. An ANOVA for the C1 evoked by the face pairs
revealed no significant main effects or interactions (all Fs < 1.63,
all ps > .22).
P1 amplitude. No significant main effects or interactions
emerged when considering the P1 elicited by face pairs (all
Fs < 3.27, all ps > .09).
N170 amplitude. An ANOVA for the N170 elicited by face
pairs revealed a main effect for Hemisphere, F(1, 14) = 4.90,
p = .044, such that the N170 was larger in the right hemisphere
(M = 3.15, S.D. = 1.14) compared with the left hemisphere
(M = −2.31, S.D. = 1.71) regardless of the emotion or the field
of visual presentation. There was no difference in the amplitude

Fig. 3. (A) ERPs time-locked to the faces: topographic maps of the C1, P1 and N170 peak elicited by the angry (top) and happy (bottom) face pairs presented in the
LVF; (B) ERPs time-locked to the probes: topographic maps of the C1, P1 and N1 peak elicited by the probes following validly cued angry (top) and happy (bottom)
face pairs in the LVF.
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Table 1B
Mean (S.E.) amplitude (V) of the C1 (latency: 61.4 ± 8.0), P1 (100.9 ± 9.3),
and N1 (216.6 ± 16.6) time-locked to probe presentation at the left and right
maximal sites
Emotion

Validity

Component
C1

P1

N1

Angry

Valid
Invalid

−.44 (.10)
−.43 (.15)

1.85 (.20)
1.61 (.20)

−4.06 (.48)
−4.03 (.49)

Happy

Valid
Invalid

−.53 (.14)
−.54 (.16)

1.65 (.18)
1.85 (.26)

−4.11 (.53)
−4.06 (.51)

of the N170 for angry versus happy faces. No other significant
main effects or interactions were found.
Taken together, ERPs time-locked to the facial stimuli did
not reveal any affect-modulated findings.
3.2.2. ERPs time-locked to the probes
Table 1B displays the mean (and S.E.) amplitudes of ERPs
elicited by the probe whereas Fig. 3B displays the topographic
maps for the ERP components elicited by validly cued probes
following angry and happy face pairs.
C1 amplitude. For the C1, no significant main effects or
interactions were found (all Fs < .33, all ps > .58).
P1 amplitude. The P1 elicited by the probe was localized primarily over the extrastriate occipal regions (BA 19). An ANOVA
revealed a significant main effect of Hemisphere, F(1, 14) = 8.26,
p = .012, such that, as expected, the P1 was larger in the right than
left hemisphere. Of particular interest, there was also a significant Validity by Emotion interaction, F(1, 14) = 4.77, p = .046
(Fig. 4). Follow-up tests indicated this effect was due to the P1
being significantly larger for valid (M = 1.85, S.D. = .78) than
invalid (M = 1.61, S.D. = .78) probes following angry face pairs,
t(14) = 2.23, p = .042 (Fig. 5A). LORETA paired-sample t-tests
of this effect revealed significantly greater activity in the anterior
cingulate cortex (BA 24, 32, 9) in response to invalidly compared
with validly cued angry probes (Table 2 and Fig. 5B). In contrast, valid angry trials were associated with greater activity in
the orbital frontal cortex (OFC)/superior frontal gyrus (BA 10,
11), but this effect was restricted to only four voxels.

Fig. 4. ERPs time-locked to the probes: P1 amplitudes to the probe illustrating
a Validity by Emotion interaction (p = .046). Bars represent S.E.

For happy faces presented in the RVF (i.e., neutral faces in the
LVF), the P1 was larger for invalidly cued probes than validly
cued probes, t(13) = 2.30 p = .038 (Fig. 5C). LORETA paired ttests of this difference failed, however, to reveal any significant
findings. Finally, there was also a trend showing that the P1 for
validly cued angry probes was larger than the P1 for validly cued
happy probes, t(13) = 1.8, p = .09. This effect was much stronger,
however, using a LORETA paired-sample t-test, which indicated
that validly cued angry trials was associated with greater activity
than validly cued happy trials in the OFC/superior frontal gyrus
(BA 10, 11) as well as the lingual and parahippocampal gyri
(BA 19, 30; Table 2 and Fig. 5D). Finally, unlike the findings
reported by Pourtois et al. (2004), validly cued probes following
angry (or happy) face pairs were not associated with significantly
enhanced activity in extrastriate areas (see also Fig. 3B).
N1 amplitude. For the N1 elicited by the probe, there
was a significant Hemisphere by Visual Field interaction, F(1,
14) = 5.93, p = .029. There was also a significant Hemisphere
by Emotion interaction, F(1, 14) = 8.96, p = .01, with probes
following happy faces eliciting slightly larger N1s in the left
hemisphere than angry faces, t(14) = 1.85, p = .085. No other
significant main effects or interactions were found.
Taken together, findings emerging from ERPs time-locked to
the probe revealed that the earliest, and only, index of spatial
attention was manifested in the P1 peaking at 100 ms which was
modulated by emotional faces (Table 1B).

Table 2
Summary of significant results emerging from whole-brain LORETA analyses 84–124 ms after valid versus invalidly cued probes following angry face pairs
Region

MNI coordinates (mm)
x

y

Brodmann’s area (s)

Voxels

t-Value

p-Value

24, 32, 9
10, 11

35
4

−4.76
3.52

0.0004
0.0038

10, 11
19, 30

18
15

4.63
3.54

0.0005
0.0036

z

Valid versus invalid angry
ACC/medial frontal gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus

4
18

59
66

29
6

Valid angry versus valid happy
Superior frontal gyrus
Lingual/Parahippocampal gyri

18
11

59
−53

−20
1

Note: The anatomical regions, MNI coordinates, and BAs of extreme t-values are listed. Positive t-values are indicative of stronger current density, for e.g. validly
cued angry probes than invalidly cued angry probes, and vice versa for negative t-values. The numbers of voxels exceeding the statistical threshold are also reported
(p < 0.01). Coordinates in mm (MNI space), origin at anterior commissure; (X) = left (−) to right (+); (Y) = posterior (−) to anterior (+); (Z) = inferior (−) to superior
(+).
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Fig. 5. (A) ERPs time-locked to the probes: grand average ERP waveforms for the P1 to valid (light line) and invalid (heavy line) probes following angry faces
(p = .042) presented in the LVF at channel 92 (right posterior electrode). (B) Results of voxel-by-voxel paired t-tests contrasting current density for the P1 elicited
by valid vs. invalidly cued probes following an angry face presentation. Red: angry valid > angry invalid. Blue: angry valid < angry invalid. (C) ERPs time-locked to
the probes: grand average ERP waveforms for the P1 to valid (light line) and invalid (heavy line) probes following happy faces (p = .038) presented in the RVF at
channel 92 (right posterior electrode). (D) Results of voxel-by-voxel paired t-tests contrasting current density for the P1 elicited by valid cued probes following angry
face versus happy face presentation. Green: angry > happy. In panel (B) and (D), statistical maps are thresholded at p < 0.01 and displayed on the MNI template. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

3.2.3. Correlations between ERP components
Following Pourtois et al. (2004), “validity effect” of the P1
was calculated as the amplitude difference between valid and
invalid trials. This effect was correlated with the C1 elicited
by the face pairs to determine if early facial processing predicted enhanced processing of validly cued probes. There was
no significant relation (r = −.12, p > .67).
4. Discussion
The purpose of the present study was to examine the brain
mechanisms underlying involuntary orienting using a dot-probe
task with angry face pairs in healthy adults. To our knowledge, this topic has not been investigated before, and findings
emerging from this study thus provide novel information about
processing underlying involuntary orienting towards cues of
social threat and/or disapproval elicited by angry faces in healthy
participants. Consistent with previous research using a rapid
presentation time (100 ms) and short SOAs, response time was
facilitated for validly cued probes following angry faces com-

pared with happy faces (Bradley, Mogg, & Millar, 2000; Cooper
& Langton, 2006; Mogg et al., 2004). An opposite pattern was
found for happy faces such that response times were faster for
invalidly cued happy faces or, alternatively, validly cued neutral
faces. Both of these results are plausible, if we assume that attention was directed toward the relatively more threatening stimulus
on the screen (Cooper & Langton, 2006; Mogg & Bradley, 1999).
Complementing these behavioral findings, the earliest electrophysiological index of spatial attention was manifested in
the P1. Similar to Pourtois et al. (2004), the P1 was larger for
validly cued probes following angry faces than invalid probes,
confirming that threatening cues can modulate spatial attention
in healthy adults. Greater brain activity observed in the anterior rostral cingulate area (BA 24, 32) to invalidly cued probes
following angry faces is consistent with the role of this region
in detecting conflicts in information processing (e.g., overriding
prepotent responses, response competition, attentional control;
Botvinick et al., 2001; Bush et al., 2000). In this case, interference might have occurred for probe detection when attention
was directed to an angry face in the opposite location.
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Consistent with the response time performance presented
here and by others (Cooper & Langton, 2006), larger P1s
were observed for invalidly cued probes following happy faces
compared with validly cued probes or again, for validly cued
neutral faces. It is unclear, however, whether attention was initially directed towards the most threatening or salient face (i.e.,
angry in angry/neutral pair and neutral in happy/neutral pair) or
if participants actually shifted attention away from the happy
face—and it is only at longer presentation durations or SOAs
that a bias towards the happy face would occur. Unfortunately,
we do not have self-report ratings of saliency for each face stimulus and, unlike Cooper and Langton (2006), did not examine
the effect of longer SOAs. Recent fMRI studies have reported,
however, that activation in the amygdala is not specific to threat
detection, but is activated for socially salient stimuli, even neutral faces (Fitzgerald, Angstadt, Jelsone, Nathan & Phan, 2006;
Sander, Grafmann & Zalla, 2003). Although amygdala activation cannot be measured by ERPs, presumed functional outputs
of amygdala activation such as the ACC, medial and lateral
prefrontal cortices and occipital cortex, are measurable at the
scalp (Blair, Morris, Frith, Perrett, & Dolan, 1999; Morris et al.,
1998; Vuilleumier & Pourtois, 2007). Future studies are needed
to replicate this P1 effect with happy/neutral face stimuli and
confirm the pattern of activation revealed by LORETA source
localization. Moreover, it is unclear why invalidly cued happy
probes did not activate the same ACC region as invalidly cued
angry trials since the conflict experienced would be equivalent.
The P1 for validly cued angry probes was also slightly larger
and was associated with greater activity in the OFC/superior
frontal gyrus (BA 10, 11) than the P1 for validly cued happy
probes. The pattern of activity in this region seen here, and
for validly cued versus invalidly cued angry probes, is consistent with work demonstrating a role for the orbitofrontal cortex
and adjacent prefrontal areas in social and emotional responses
to faces (Rolls, Critchley, Browning, & Inoue, 2006; Wilson,
O’Scalaidhe, & Goldman-Rackic, 1993). These areas are not
only implicated in decoding the social information and social
reinforcement conveyed in emotional expressions but also in
using this information to guide social interactions (for review
see Rolls, 2007).
The C1 elicited by face stimuli was not modulated by emotional valence, nor did it predict subsequent validity effects on
the P1, which is inconsistent with Pourtois et al. (2004). It is,
however, unclear how the use of angry versus fearful faces may
have altered our results. The C1 to the probe was also not modulated by attention, consistent with previous research (e.g., Clark
& Hillyard, 1996; Di Russo et al., 2003; Mangun, 1995; Martı́nez
et al., 1999). Taken together, results suggest the C1 component
is not a reliable index of early emotion-related neural activation arising from the primary visual cortex or selective attention
towards emotionally significant stimuli. Of course, as Hillyard
et al. (1994) pointed out, activation of the primary visual cortex
might not be time-locked to the attended stimuli and does not
appear in ERP waveforms, making initial responses to visual
stimuli difficult to measure.
Consistent with Pourtois and others, the N170 to face stimuli was not modulated by emotional valence (Eimer, Holmes, &
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McGlone, 2003; Holmes, Winston, & Eimer, 2005; Pourtois et
al., 2004) and the N1 to the probe was not modulated by cue
validity (Pourtois et al., 2004), although the amplitude of the
N1 followed the same direction as the P1. Others have reported,
however, larger N170 amplitudes for angry faces (Kolassa &
Milner, 2006), fearful faces (Blau et al., 2007), and personally salient faces (Pizzagalli et al., 2002) compared with other
emotional expressions and larger N1 amplitudes have been
repeatedly associated with greater attentional processing (Clark
& Hillyard, 1996; Di Russo et al., 2003; Mangun, 1995; Mangun
et al., 2001; Martı́nez et al., 1999, 2001). However, given differences in source localization and dissociations observed for these
components under various attentional manipulations (which
were not measured here), the P1 and N1 might reflect distinct
aspects of spatial attention (Hillyard et al., 1994; Luck et al.,
1994; Mangun & Hillyard, 1990). It is currently proposed that
the P1 reflects processing facilitation (via sustained gating of
input at an attended location, bias, or suppression of information
at the unattended location), whereas the N1 reflects the operation of a discrimination process within the focus of attention
(see Natale, Marzi, Girelli, Pavone, & Pollmann, 2007; Vogel &
Luck, 2000).
The present study is not without limitations. First, self-report
measures of the threat-value/saliency as well as state anxiety
were not collected. Others have noted that threat-value, in combination with one’s state anxiety level, influence attentional bias.
Specifically, higher rated threat relevance and higher anxiety
have been associated with greater attentional bias towards negative stimuli (Bradley et al., 2000; Georgiou et al., 2005; but see
also Frewen, Dozois, Joanisse, & Neufeld, 2008).
Second, the present study did not examine other negatively
valenced faces (e.g., sad, fearful), limiting comparisons to prior
ERP studies using similar paradigms (e.g., Pourtois et al., 2004).
A variety of emotional expressions (fear, disgust, angry, sad,
neutral and happy) may or may not activate the amygdala
(Fitzgerald et al., 2006). The strength of amygdala output signals to distinct neural circuits depends on the valence, meaning,
and functional impact of the stimulus (Matthews, Mackintosh,
& Fulcher, 1997; Springer, Rosas, McGetrick, & Bowers, 2007).
Moreover, Williams et al. (2005) reported that during a visual
search paradigm using a variety of emotions, angry and happy
faces were detected faster than fearful and sad faces (with angry
faces showing a superiority effect). The authors argued that fearful faces may convey a different kind of threat than angry faces:
the former conveying threat from an individual, drawing focal
attention; the latter conveying environmental threat, drawing
attention elsewhere. Determining how various emotional expressions modulate attentional bias, and how they depend on anxiety
level and/or perceived threat might be particularly important for
elucidating the mechanisms underlying the development and
maintenance of anxiety disorders, particularly social anxiety
disorder (see Matthews & MacLeod, 1994, 2002).
Third, as with any dot-probe task, only a “snapshot” of attention was obtained—that is, where attention was directed when
the probe appeared. Without a more direct measure of attention
(e.g., visual scanpath, eye tracking), we cannot be certain where
attention was allocated just before or after probe presentation
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and, whether attention was captured by the angry and neutral
faces in the angry/neutral, happy/neutral face pairs or directed
away from happy faces in the happy/neutral face pair. Finally, no
baseline measure of attentional control was examined. It is possible that individual differences in attentional control mediated,
in part by, the ACC moderate attentional biases on the dot-probe
task (see Frewen et al., 2008).
In summary, the present study demonstrates that threatening
facial expressions (angry faces) modulate spatial attention in
healthy adults. Validity effects were found for both response
time performance and P1 amplitude. ERP source localization confirmed that the earliest electrophysiological index of
spatial attention was localized to extrastriate/occipital regions
around 100 ms possibly reflecting top-down influences from
prefrontal regions and/or direct influences from face/threatsensitive regions, such as the amygdala. These results validate
recent findings that angry faces presented rapidly effectively
capture involuntary attention (Cooper & Langton, 2006) and
may provide a promising framework for probing attentional
biases that have been implicated in the etiology and maintenance
of emotional disorders, including social anxiety disorder.
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